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Finding: Exceptional coach

The eight coaching
practices/attributes are:

1. Credibility
2. Empathy and respect
3. “Holding the professional self”
4. Diagnostic skill and insight
5. Flexibility and range in approach
6. Working to the business context
7. A philosophy of “personal responsibility”
8. Skilful challenging



“Task” vs “Goals”

Task

Goals

At core, what we are here
to work with and on

The specific and definable
outcomes we want to achieve



mistaking “goals” for task
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1. It’s complicated



a “great outcome” is
behavioural change

… (‘that sounds suspiciously like ‘remediation’”) …

… it’s also complex,
idiosyncratic, personally
demanding, fuzzy, and
poorly communicated

2. Behaviour change



3. More than mechanics



Capabilities v Criteria credibility empathy &
respect

"holding the
prof'l self"

diagnostic
skill &
insight

approach
range &

flex

working to
org'l

context

"personal
resp'y"

skilful
challenging

face credibility √√√ √ √ √ √

professional/ethics √

experience/client list √√√ √

quals and training √ √ √ √

method(s) √ √√√

business experience √√√ √√√

industry experience √√√ √

counsell'g experience xx √ √√√ √√√ √ xx √√√ √

use of supervision √ √√√ √√√ √ √√√ √

psychologist xx √ √√√ √√√ √ xx √√√ √

4. Credibility v Efficacy



yes/“hard”                        depends                            no/“soft”

rarely                                                                             frequently
clarify                                                                             new/refocus

core                                                                               superficial

1. Need clear goals at outset?

2. Do goals change?

5. ‘Task’ v ‘Goal’
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Always Usually Sometimes

6. Key processes
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7. Coaching is skill and art



Understanding effective coaching
THE PROCESS
Executive coaching is a learning process based on helping the executive
exercise progressively more self-aware choice and action.

THE RELATIONSHIP
The work is founded on a trusted, genuine and confidential relationship with a
coach who has the skills and agenda of a professional helper.

THE WORK
An effective coaching relationship engages the executive to look beyond the
superficial, and to work with the core tasks that underpin work-related goals.

The depth and the focus of the work varies, and is related to the imperatives
of the core tasks, what the coach and executive are able to support, and the
constraints of the coaching environment and contract.

THE OUTCOMES
When coaching is effective, the executive is able to take steps towards a more
aware, and therefore more authentic and aspirational self, and as a result
become more effective as an executive, and frequently as a whole person.


